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1. IHTRODUC~'ION

1. On 14 December 19'78, the General Assembly adopted resolution 33/71 F on the
implementation of the recormnendations and decisions of the tenth special session?
which in part reads as follows:

\;'l'he General Assen\J.ly'l

"5. Urgently calls upon all States, in particular the nuclear-weapon
States, to make every effort to proceed along the road of binding and
effective international agreements in the field of disarmament, in accordance
with what was approved at the tenth special session, !I in order to translate
into practical terms the measures called for in the Programme of Action;

"6. ~nvites all States to inform the Secretary-General, as appropriate,
of all those measures adopted outside the aegis of the United Nations
regardinc the implementation of the recommendations and decisions of the
tenth special session, Fhether ill1ilateral, bilateral, regional or
multilateral;

"7. ReQuests the Secretary-General to transmit periodically the above
information, together with any reports he may prepare on similar measures
t~<en within the framework of the United Dations and its specialized agencies,
to the General Assembly and the Disarmament COl1Lmission."

2. Pursuant to paragraph 6 of the resolution, by a note verbale dated
12 February 1979, the Secretary-General invited members to communicate to him,
as appropriate, all those measures adopted outside the aegis of the United Nations
regarding the implementation of the recol1L~endations and decisions of the tenth
special session.

3. Pursuant to paragraph 7 of the resolution, the Secretary-General submits
here"i th his report to the General Assembly which contains the replies thus far
received from Member States to the note verbale mentioned in the previous
paragraph. Further replies will be issued subseQuently in addenda to this report,
as they are re ceive cl.

!./ Resolution S··10/2, para. 17
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II. REPLIES RECEIVED FROM GOVERNMENTS

ARGENTINA

LOriginal: SpanisQ.!

[i May 1972.7

I take pleasure in informing you that the Government of the Argentine Republic
has decided to initiate the process of ratification of the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction through the promulgation of
Act No. 21938, which gives approval to my country's ratification of the Convention.
The instruments of ratification will shortly be delivered to the Depositary
Governments, as prescribed in article XIV of the Convention.

AUSTRIA

LOriginal: EnglisQ.!

{29 May 1972.7

1. Austria does not participate in any of the current disarmament negotiations.
At the same time, however, Austria attaches the utmost importance to efforts to
produce through such negotiations significant results, which would strengthen
international peace and security. Austria therefore welcomes the possibility to
host important disarmament negotiations, such as the Vienna negotiations on a
Mutual Reduction of Forces and Armaments and Associated Measures in Central Europe
as well as other negotiations.

2. In view of the very slow progress in disarrrarrent negotiations on all levels,
Austria attaches great importance to parallel efforts aimed at elaborating
agreements for the strengthening of mutual confidence among States in the military
field. Confidence-buildiDg EEEsures cannot replace concrete results of disarmament
negotiations. If it will nct bc pcssible to obtain such results over a longer
period of time and should the arms race continue unabated~ confidence-building
measures by themselves will not be sufficient to balance the distrust created by
the continuous arms race.

3. Nevertheless, importance has to be attached to the building of confidence as
referred to in paragraph 94 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of
the General Assembly, because such measures can influence in a positive direction
the SUbjective estimations, fears and expectations of a negotiating partner
vis--a-vis the aims and expectations of the other negotiating partner(s).

4. Austria therefore advocated, within the framework of the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Euro~e, together with other neutral and non-aligned States, the
inclusion of confidence~buildin?weasures in the Final Act of the Conference
and continues to exert efforts for the full implementation and further expansion
of these measures.
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5. Austria~ in view of the level of its armaments} usually does not hold
manoeuvres of a larger cateEory. Austria has therefore in the past years, as a
sign of its goodwill, announced two smaller manoeuvres on a scale of 5,000 and
12,000 men respectively, although there was no commitment to do so under the Final
Act of the Conference. Austria hopes that at the Madrid follow-up meeting of the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe further relevant decisions and
measureS which could contribute to a further stabilization of the military
situation in Europe will become possible.

6. Austria is furthermore of the opinion that adequate and effective measures of
verification (paras. 31, 91 and 92 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special
Session of the General Assembly) can contribute to a significant extent to the
building of mutual confidence in connexion with the negotiation and implementation
of disarmament and arms control agreements. In view of these considerations Austria
has nominated an expert for participation in the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts
of the Committee on Disarmament to Consider International Co-operative Measures to
Detect and Identify Seismic Events and seeks also through this channel to make a
contribution towards disarmament.

EGYPT

{Original: Englis~7

L12 April 1972]

1. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, immediately upon the termination of the
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, contacted the
Ministries of Defence, Planning and Finance to prepare a study concerning the
Egyptian military budget and the utilization of resources for military purposes
and the impact of such a policy on development in Egypt.

2. The compilation of such data will be presented to the negotiating body, the
Committee on Disarmament at Geneva, and to the Committee entrusted to study the
relationship between disarmament and development in order to assist these organs
to establish a concrete basis for the comprehensive survey of this problem.

3. Similar contacts with the Egyptian T~atiopal Institute for Fln;:.r~ir:c and tbe
National Academy of Defence (The Nasser Academy) were also carried out towards the
same ob,j ective.

4. On the level of non-governmental organization and the utilization of university
academic expertise in surveying and research, Dr. Issam El Deen Galal, President
of Pan-African PAG\VUSH Group, along with ~~. Ali El Deen Helal, Professor at the
Faculty of Economics and Political Science, Cairo University, have both presented
research papers on the relationship between disarmament and development to the
meetings of the relevant Committee at Geneva.

5. On the national level, the Hinistry of Education is preparing a comprehensive
programme to promote education and the dissemination of information relating to the
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arms race and disarrrBment in compliance with the resolutions and decisions of the
special session devoted to disarWBment.

6. Egypt has decided to allocate a "Disarmament l/eek" beginning 24 October of
each year and has encouraged its information and broadcasting services to inform
the general pUblic of the rationale behind the "Disarmament Heek".

{Original: Englisgl

{26 April Incz]

10 Measures relating to nuclear disarmament:

(a) Japan, through regular diplomatic channels, requested several of those
States which have not yet acceded to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Heapons to do so (November 1978);

(b) On occasions when underground nuclear tests were conducted by the United
States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Repu-blics, and an abr.ospheric
nuclear test by the People's Republic of China, Japan requested through regular
diplomatic channels, that those tests be stopped (December 1978);

(c) Hi.th a
of verification
meeting in Tokyo
of the Cc~~ittee

(October 1978).

view to facilitating international efforts to resolve the question
of a comprehensive nuclear test ban, Japan hosted an informal
of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Seismic Events of the Conference
On Disarmament, in which experts from 17 countries participated

2. Measures relating to the dissemination of information on the armS race and
di SarIIc.ment :

(a) Officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs dealing with the question of
disarmament held a meeting to exchange views on disarmament with the representatives
of Japanese non-governmental organizations who came to United Nations Headquarters
in New York on the occasion of the tenth special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament (August 1978);

(b) The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly
was translated into Japanese and the translated texts were disseminated among
governmental agencies, academicians, media representatives, etc. (September 1978);

(c) The United Nations Disarmament Yearbook, vol. 11, published by the United
Nations Secretariat, will be translated into Japanese and the translated texts will
be disseminated among governmental agencies, academicians) media representatives,
etc. in April 1979.

3. Measures relating to Disarmament Heek (October 1978):

/ ...
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(a) On the occasion of Disarmament 1'/eek, the Minister for Forei@l Affairs
of Japan issued a statement in which he expressed Japanis determination to rr~ke

every possible effort towards the achievement of disarrrament, by taking such
measures as are practical and realistic on a step-by-step basis, spurred on by the
new stimulus given by the tenth special session of the General Assembly, devoted
to disarmament;

(b)
(Norway) ,
as a main

Japan organized a symposium on disarma~ent inviting l~o Tim Greve
a member of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI),
speaker;

(c) Pamphlets outlining the results of the tenth special session, devoted to
disarrrament, were prepared and disserrrinated to the general public;

(d) Senior officials concerned in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs conducted
a number of briefings to the general public on disarrrarr.ent through television and
raQio programmes.

4. Japan's activities in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and the
Committee on Disarmament:

(a) The representative of Japan made a statement at the SUffiffier session of
the Conference, the main points of which are as follows:

(i) Comprehensive nuclear test ban:

Requested the United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United Kingdom to make the utmost effort to present
to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament the results of their
trilateral negotiations on a comprehensive nuclear test ban at the
earliest possible date;

(ii) Cut-off of the production of nuclear fissionable rraterials for weapons
purposes:

Urged the United States of Arrerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to start exploratory talks on this question;

(iii) Ban on chemical weapons:

Requested the United States of Arrerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to present to the Conference of the Corr@ittee on DisarrrEment
at the earliest possible date part of the agreement that had already
been re ached;

(iv) Conventional weapons:

Expressed the hope that major arms suppliers, including the United States
and the Soviet Union, will start consultations with a view to curbing
arms export s ;
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(vl Confidence-building ~easures:

Expressed the hope that the Conference of the Committee on Disarrrament
'i-Till give careful consideration to various confidence-building measures~

including those referred to in the Final Document of the Tenth Special
Session of the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament;

(b) The representative of Japan, in his statement made on the occasion of
the opening of the Committee on Disarmament in January 1979, clarified the basic
position of Japan on the question of disarmament and expressed Japan~s determination
to c~ntinue to make positive contributions to the COD®ittee;

(e) T'he representative of Japan, in his statc[cnt in the COEI"ittee cn
Disarm2ment in Harch 1979, stressed that it is the lack of rolitic21 "ill on the part
ef the r.'.;.clcc.~r-\1cE.pon States that f.HS hindt.-Tc.'d the realization of a comprehensive
nuclear test ban 9 and expressed ~Tapan i s views on nucleu..r explosions for peaceful
purposes and the question of verification, which are of }Jerticular interest to
Japan in fornmlating a draft comprehcnsi vc nuclear test ban treaty;

(d) Japan's continued participation in the "ork of the Ad Hoc Group of
Experts on Seismic Events 1,ith a view to contributing to the most important and
difficult questions of verification of compliance with the comprehensive nuclear
test ban.

POL&"ID

[Original: EnglisE7

[1 August 197.2/

I

1. Achievement of the fullest possible implementation of the recommendations and
decisions of the tenth special session of the General Assembly remains a constant
subject of the efforts Poland is taking in the international forum and of its
consistent action on the national plane.

2. I'he Government of Poland focuses its main attention upon problems of ITa,ior
sicnificance from the point of view of averting the dan~er of an outbreak of war~

especially a nuclear war, eliminating the sources of international tension and
conflicts~ lowering the level of military confrontatioll 1 increasing mutual confidence
and establishing conditions to effect a breakthrough in the halting of the arms
race and proceeding to effective disarmarrent.

3. Regarding the specific problems of disar~ament and internaticnal security, the
position of the Government of the Polish People's Republic has been extensively
elucidated in its replies to the Sevretary-General's notes, as well as in the
course of work of various deliberative and negotiating disarrrfiment organs.

/ ...
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II

11. In the entirety of its efforts towards disarmament, Poland is guided by the
lettrr and spirit of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session. It strictly
abides by the agreed principles to 8uide disarrrarr.ent negotiations as an important
condition to achieve a more rapid and meaningful progress in the field concerned.
The Government of Poland believes that it is extremely important in the latter
regard to adhere strictly to the principle of undiminished security of all States,
and refrain from obtaining unilateral military advantages and from actions
detrimental to disarmament efforts.

5. Consonant as they are with the priorities approved by the tenth special
session, the joint initiatives by Poland and other socialist States reflect special
emphasis on nuclear disarmament and the elimination of other weapons of mass
destruction.

6. It is with profound satisfaction that Poland has welcomed the second
Soviet-American Treaty on the limitation of strategic offensive arms. At the same
time, it expressed its conviction that the new agreement J in lessening the danger
of a global military conflict, would constitute an important factor of the
consolidation of peace and international security and that it would open up real
possibilities of embarking upon the road to halting the arms race and effective
disarmament D

III

7. Poland is particularly interested in the implementation of various measures
leading to the limitation and halting of the arms race and achieving disarmament
in Europe. It was with that end in view that in the past it submitted plans for
the limitation of nuclear armaments in Central Europe and advanced other proposals
with a view to creating conditions for lasting security in a region of such
vital importance for the peace of the world.

8. Adoption of such proposals would have undoubtedly prevented subsequent
developments which, in the area of the direct contact point between the two military
groupings in Europe, have now resulted in the accumulation of huge military
potentials, including weapons of mass destruction, to an extent unknown in mankind~s

history. The latter increases the risk of a conflict in the region, with all
its escalating consequences.

9. Under the circumstances, there exists a compelling urgency to supplement the
present phase of political detente - achieved through the efforts of numerous
States, inclUding Poland, and as a result of the Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe - with effective measures to increase confidence, restrict
military activities and lower the level of military confrontation in Europe.

10. In the pursuit of that objective, Poland has been actively participating in
the Vienna talks on the reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe.
Desirous of creating propitious conditions to draft an agreement on the subject,
Poland, along with other socialist States participating in the talks, put forward a
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number of relevant proposals. Of particular pertinence among them are those
submitted on 8 June 1978 and 28 June 1979. The idea behind them is to lay a
foundation for an agreement, based on the principle of undiminished security of all
parties involved, and to meet half-way the postluates of other parties as to the
method and nature of reduction obligations.

11. The Government of the Polish People's Republic is of the opinion that the
course of negotiations and the signing of the SALT 11 agreement between the Soviet
Union and the United States should help to achieve an agreement on the reduction
of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe.

IV

12. The Government of the Polish People's Republic attaches great importance to
the implementation of various measures to strengthen mutual confidence. It has
become all the more necessary at present j when the international scene, including
Europe, continues to be confronted with various adverse phenomena, first of all
with the escalation of the arms race.

13. An important role in strengthening confidence is played by the implementation
of the provisions of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation
in Europe, particularly of those provisions which provide for the notification and
observation of military manoeuvres. According to inforwation in the possession
of the Polish Government, since 1975 notice of all major military manoeuvres
involving land forces in Europe has been given in advance; notices regarding minor
manoeuvres have also been transmitted. In 1976, Poland accordingly notified the
inter-allied "Shield 76" exercise.

14. The experiences gained so far in the implementation of the Final Act represent
a favourable point of departure for further measures to be taken in strengthening
mutual confidence. To this end, Poland together with other rrember-States of
the Warsaw Treaty put forward a number of proposals in the Declaration adopted by
the Political Consultative Committee in Hoscow, in November 1978 (A/33/392 
S/12939, annex) and subsequently in the communique issued at the conclusion of the
meeting of the Committee of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs, held in May 1979
(A/34/275 '- S/13344, annex).

15. Poland holds the view that it would also be useful to reach agreement on prior
notification of major military movements, large-scale air force exercises in Europe
as well as major naval manoeuvres held in the close neighbourhood of the territorial
waters of other States participants in the Conference on Security and Co-operation
in Europe.

16. Poland is ready to sign with other States signatories of the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe a treaty on the non-first use
of either nuclear of conventional weapons against each other. In the view of the
Polish Government, such a treaty would play a significant role in lessening the
danger of a conflict in Europe.

17. Limiting certain forms of military activities of States signatories of the
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Final Act:l such as military manoeuvres, extension of confidence·-building rneas ures
to the iiediterranean recion or the non-enlargement of the military-political
grouping in Europe, are viewed by Poland as important stabilizing factors on the
European continent.

18. All such measures might create premises to undertake concrete steps towards
lessening the concentration and reduction of armed forces and armaments in Europe.
Poland is prepared to make its contribution to the achievement of this important
objective.

19. In the view of the Government of the Polish People's Republic, those ann, other
matters could be discussed at a conference on a political level with the
participation of all European States, the United States and Canada. The basic
task of such a conference would be reaching agreement on practical steps in the
military sphere to strengthen international security.

v

20. Poland continues to make its constructive contribution to the work of the
COlmnittee on Disarmament in Geneva, hoping that this principal organ of multilateral
negotiations on disarrrnment will most effectively carry out the pressing tasks of
the acenda it has adopted.

21. Bearing in mind the priority importance that the entire international commlnity
attaches to nuclear disarrrnment, Poland along with other socialist States has
submitted a proposal in the Committee on Disarwament to start negotiations on
ending the production of all types of nuclear weapons and gradually reducing their
stockpiles until they have been completely eliminated. The Polish Government
holds the view that negotiation on the subject, involving all nuclear States and
a certain number of non-nuclear ones, is one of the most important and urgent
tasks in the entire aisar~Rment subject-matter.

22. The Government of Poland also attaches great importance to other problems
taken 1~ by the Committee and does all it can to ensure their successful solution.
Particularly urgent among them are: effecting a general and complete ban on
nuclear-weapon tests, strengthening of guarantees of the security of non-nuclear
weapon states, reaching agreement on the elimination of cherrical weapons and
prohibition of new weapons of mass destructioD 1 including nuclear neutron weapons~

23. Poland welcomed the agreement reached by the Soviet Union and the United States
on a draft treaty to prohibit the development, production, stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons. It will strive to conclude promptly, in the Committee on
Disarmament, the final text of such a treaty, in keeping with the recommendations
of the -scnth srecial session of the General Assembly.

2~. The Government of the Polish People's Republic is of the opinion that
negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament should be conducted in such a way as
to facilitate progress in other bilateral and multilateral disarmarrent negotiating
forums.
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VI

25. Poland has actively participated in all efforts, undertaken in different
forums~ to halt the armS race and take effective disar~ament measures, in accordance
Tvith the recommendations of the General Assembly" as set out inter alia in the
Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly.

26. Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is of particular concern to the
Government of Poland. That is why Poland attaches outstanding importance to the
strengthening of the regime of non-proliferation, parallelly to the promotion of
hroad international collahoration in the use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes. TIle latter remains to he the basic guideline for Poland's participation
in the Preparatory Committee for the second Review Conference of the Parties to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, as well as its activities
in the International Atomic Energy Agency, in what is called the London Club
and the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation PrograllllY.e.

27. The Government of the Polish People's Republic is of the view that achieving
universality of international disarmament agreements is an important prerequisite
of speeding up further progress in that field. It is in this spirit that Poland
also participates in the preparatory work for the Review Conference of the
Convention on the Prohibition of Biological Weapons.

28. The Polish Government is deeply convinced of the special significance of the
implementation of the decision of the tenth special session with regard to
convening a World Disarmament Conference. Participating as it does in the work
of the Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference, Poland favours
urgently takine concrete preparations to convene such a conference~ as the most
uni versal and authoritative forum in the field of disarmament.

VII

29. Apart from global and regional measures, Poland gives full effect to the
decisions of the tenth special session concerning ~ction on a national plane. The
latter applies, in particular, to popluarizing among the Polish public the
knowledge of the Final Document, promoting the awareness of the danger of the
arms race and providine information on actions for disarmament~ Research work is
also being conducted with a view to preparing and intensifying disar~Rment efforts.
Extensive inforllCation on specific steps undertaken by Poland in that field has
been included in the replies of the Government of the Polish People's Republic
to the notes of the Secretary-General concerning Disarrrament Week (A/34/457) and
the dissemination of information on the arms race and disarrrament (A/34/547).

30. Poland has been particularly active in and deeply committee to efforts airred
at moulding a firm structure of peace in the minds of men, especially the young
generation~ in order to eradicate sources of wars and create an atnosphere of
confidence conducive to taking more far-reaching steps in the field of disarmalIent.

31. In implementing the provisions of the United Nations Declaration on the
Preparati.cn of Societies for Life in Peace, adopted at the thirty··,third session
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of the General Assembly, ~I Poland has embarked upon a comprehensive programme
of action, particularly in the field of teaching and education of young people, at
schools of all levels~ in science, culture as well as in publishing and rraSs
Kedia, in order to shape up attitudes concurrent with the reQuirements of the
era of peaceful coexistence and with the need of creating a broad social base for
an intensification of disarmament efforts.

~ Resolution 33113.
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RO"!AJ'1IA

[Orirdnal; Enp-lisJ:1c1

[13 April 197J}

Decree No. 69, dated 1 "'arch 1979, .0Lth~St-"i',e Council of the Socialist
ReDublic of Romania on the increase of the State allowances for children

U"on the decision of the Political I:xecutive Committee of the Central
Committee of the Romanian Communist Party on the increase of the State allovTances
for children~ in order to entirely cover the price increase on some children's
goeds and the securing of the neces,gary funds by reducing the military
expenc1i tures 5

The State Council of the Socialist ReIublic of Romania decrees:

Article 1.
increased by 10

Effective 1 "!arch 1979, the State allowance for children lS

lei per month.

The State allowances quanta for children stipulated in article 2,
parap-raph 1, of Decree No. 212/1977 of the State Council, as they were increased
in conformity Ilith paragraph 1, are provided in the annex J! ~"Jhich is an interral
Dart of the present decree.

Article 2. The necessary funds for the increase of the State allowances for
children are obtained from the reduction of the funds allocated for military
expenditures and the corres3,Jondine; increase of the budr;et of the r'Unistry of
Labwr for 1979.

Article 3. The increase of the State al101"ances for children provided in
article 1, Dara~raph 1, shall also be corresDondinGly impl~mented by the
co-o~eratist and public organizations.

~icolae CWAUSESCU
President of the

Socialist Re~ublic of Romania

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

[oriGinal: Russia~1

jj2 October 197~7

1. The Soviet Union supports the final document adopted at the tenth special
session of the General Assembly and is actively working for the implementation of
the ideas and recoIYI.mendations \.rhich gained general approval at the session.

1/ Not reDroduced in the present document.
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2. ~h2 Soviet Union is t
lTIllltilDt era1 ner,:oti:;,tions on
the JniteC'. :Tations.

an act lve nart
clisarmament beinv

in various bil~teral and
C onductec out side the acpi s of

3. ~2,h,~ '·lienna meetinG bet',reer:. Lo 10 Irezhnev, General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Coml2lunist Farty of the Soviet Union gild Chairman of tb.e
Prcsi~'ilJl'(j_ of the Suprc1'1.E"' Soviet of the Ui?SR, and President JirrJ'r'cy Carter of the
United States resulted in the si:':r:ing of a 'Treaty bet-;-Tcen the UGSn. (cl,nd the United
St~tes on the Lipitation of Strategic Offensive Ar~s and related documents,
creatine more favouralJle conditions for -!JYOrr,ress in other 0isarmmnent nep:-otiations
f.'.. S ,;TE,ll,

4 " Tl":'~c::Soviet Union is lnakine: an intensive effort to DYOmote more productive
1<TOr;.':. in the Co!rmittee on DisarmarrLent 5 "(·Thich is discl1.Gsing such iIl11)ortant Questions
as ~1ucleaT clisarmament !.neasures-;, the c01'11plete El.m1 universal cessation of nuclear
TTe,:;,pon tests~ the prchi1jition and elir:lination of cl1eiTtical ':-Jeapons) a ban on the
6_evclopn:.ent of ne'LJ "('ie2LDons of mass destruction~ includine: neutron ,\-reaDons 1 the
reduction of aTHed forces and conventiom'l,l armarnents 1 and the reduction of
military bUde;et s.

5. fi'he Sovie't Union has tal<::en the initiative in putting fOy"1Jard many of these
questions and is maL:ine; a constructive contribution to theiT discussion.

6. In Fetrary 1979) for example, the USSB joined "'lith other socialist countries
in introducinc in the Cor:mittee on Disarmament a proposal for endinp: the
Lroduction of all ty-oes of nuclear '\,'Teapons and Gradually red.ucing their stockpiles
until they have been completely eliminated" This D:r'oposal "\,"on the sU:~':D0rt of
a r2.ajo::city of the members of the Committee. thp. main task n01-; is to lose as little
tin.e as possible in initi2.tine; practical preparations for nee:otiations on this
matter ?~nd bec;inniw')' the ncc:otiations theJTtselves.

7. /\t trilateral negotiations bebIeen t~l.E-: USSR ~ the United States a,ne} the
Unitc0_ Einbc1o:r1~ the Soviet Union is \,rorl::inp actively for the sneediest Dossible
DreDaration of a treat·v on the comnlete and universal 'orohibition of nuclear
'ITCELnO:0. tef:;ts. In the opinion of the f30viet Union j hmT(~Ver ~ these nerotiations
are being unjustifiably dra\,rn out as a result of t~le Tlosition taken by the other
-()art i c i pant s ,

8. /let the neGotiations bet'\-reen the UC.8R and the United States on nrohibition of
the cL2vclo:;::ment anD_ production of nell '_vea.-oons of mass destruction, agreeJ1lent has
teen reached on maj or elements of a treaty Drohibiting the clevelo<;:ment ~ production~

stockpiling and use of radiological ~~Teapons, An agreed Joint pro}losa1 lF1,s been
submitted to the CO.ITnuittee on Dis8.-rmaT1ent. The task is nm·I to corTylete a,s quickly
as rossible t'he process of reaclli:L1g agreement on the text of an international
treCity :0rohibiting radioloLT,ice,l "1Jeapons and to declare it open for signature
by all States,

9. The Soviet Union consistently advocates a total ban on chemical ,:'!eapons.
Talks on this question have l)een held over a number of' years on a bilateral
be-sis bct-'i'Teen the U33n and the United Statef3 and in the Committee on Disarmament.
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In 1979, the Soviet"~American talks led to g:reater clarification and a narro,:·ring of
t~J.e differences bet\Ieen the? t\TO sides T·Jith respect to certEd:Q iT1]:ortant probleY'l.8
in this 1'ie1(1o rc-spi to ccntinui:r::p difficultics over o~ DuJ,:bcr of Q.Ec::stions et the
tulks~. the Soviet Union is (1oinc: all it can to brinG" thel!"' to a s:nee(Jy and
successful conclusiolla

10. '!ith reGard to the li:r::litation af tIJe nuclear arms race, the Soviet Union
attaches itrroortance to !1:l.easures for ."-,trencthenln,...- the rerrine of nOD-DYoliL'eration
of nuclear T!eapons. In this connexion, it attacb.es particular si;'"';nificance to
the further exr:ansion of the ranks of the ."arties to the Treaty on the
~Ton-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons. At the Soviet-Arleric8.,n surmni.t mectil'"!/)' in
Vienna, the USSR and the United State~, again aovQcated the further stren,:r:J:bteninp;
of the rec:ime of non-prolifer8.tion of nuclear ~·!eapOn8 and confirmed their resolve
to continue to comply strictly I,rith the oblir;ations they had assumec} under the
'}Ireaty on ToTon-Proliferation.

11. The USSR is makinG efforts to ensure the success of its talks ,;-rith the Fnited
States on ouestions relating to conventioTI8.1 Dr:,,:~.s traTlE:fprs, "'"'ir 197R ~ the:::e tslLs
had reached a practical stage', but they have subseauently slowed do,m bec8.use of
the position ac_outcd 11' t?!.c Urdtec. St2~tpS 0 J:''.t the Poviet "~"'!1.eric2n surlY.it l"".eetl:t\s
in Vienn[:;, it ~TaS C',,"Tcecl th2_t rctTesenteti,res of the ucsn Bnc} t~le Unit 0: r:. Ftates
should :meet promptly to (liscuss questions related to t:he next roune of ner:otiations
on limiting conventional arms transfers~ One such meetinp took place in July 1979
in 1:Tashinr;ton, but a further meetine; 0; the beads o=~ dcler:;atioDs') ':-:rhicl.1 had
been scheduled for the second half of Gepte!11ber) \':J..S 'Jostroned by the United
f3tateF-:; .

12. The Soviet Union proceeds from the asswnption that the successful conclusion
of the talks betveen the USSR and the United States on t~1e lir"'itation and
subsequent reduction of military activities in the Indian Ocean 1'Tould lie 8.
sienificant contribution to the ic'ple!:lentation of the :Lo_ea of establishinp a zone
of peace in the Indian Ocean. The Soviet Union has often advoca.ted t~:le reslnn:pticYl
of the: t2.lks vith the United States on tl1is problem uhich '1fTere broten off, At tJ~.e

Soviet-.t:..mer ican sillf'.JIli t meet ing in Vi en..l'l[L} it ,Ja8 ap:reeG. that represent at Ives of
the USSR and the Unit eel. States ':'Joulo. meet :oromptly to cliscuss the resuillntion of
the talks. One such T'leetin(~ too)", place in TTashinr;ton in ,Tuly 1979, but the
United States once ae;ain refused to resume the talks 0

13, The Soviet Union also takes a constructive position Hith rei"~c\rd to talks
1--rith the United States Oil the natter of 8..Eti--satellite systeFJ.s. At the Vienna
summit meeting) both sides 8.i2.:reed to continue actively searchin~ for mutually
acceptable agreements on this Q.uestioj'..

14. The Soviet Union attQches creat sisnificance to the nc~otiations on the
reduction of armed forces and. arm~mlents in Central Burone and. takes the vie"'i{ th8.t
a reduction in the military potential of both sides in this region 'iIould be a
major contribution to the d.eepening of detente and to the strenGthenins: of
stability and security and. vould indicate a Im'Terin,q; of the level of militerjT
confrontation on the European continent. p"t the Vienna talks ~ the Soviet Union
and the other \·Tars2.l-I Pact countries - v/hich "dere directly involved in ·the talks
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have introduced a vITlole series of constructive proposals which take into account
the position of the i'!estern States and open up the Dossihlilit:), of achieving
speedy agreement. HOHever, as a result of the continuing attempts of the
DATO countries to obtain one-sided military advantaGes for themselves 1 these
talks have not yet yielded positive resultso

15. The Soviet Union approaches all talks on curbing the arms race ~ ,,'!herever they
may be held ~ \.!i th the utmost seriousness and Good faith. It has more than once
declared. its readiness to adopt the most rac.leal disarmament measures; includinr;
c;eneral and complete disarmament. There is no type of armarllents "Hhich the USSR
\,rould. not be prepared to restrict ~ or to prohibit on a reciprocal baElis by
ar:reement i-Tith other States~ provided~ of course~ that there Has strict observance
of the principle of the non-impairment of any State's security 9 on the hasis of
complete reciprocity between States posses sine the weapons concerned.

UNITED KIllGDOH 01' GREAT BRITAIN AND ITORTHE11,T ITIELAIID

[Original: Fn81is~

[25 Anril 19T'if

1. The Government of the United Kin~dom has taken a number of steps to
implement the decisions and, recorr,mendations in the Final Document of the Tenth
Special Session of the General Assembly on disarmament. I1any of these actions were
taken within the United Nations framework. The follmring is a sununary of measures
adopted outside the aegis of the United Nations.

~\Juclear matters

2. The United Kingdom has continued its intensive negotiations at Geneva with
the United States and the Soviet Union on a comprehensive test ban treaty.

3. The United Kingdom is actively engaced in preparatory work for the second
Revie1J Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the ITon-Proliferation of ;\luclear
Feaponso In disucssions \..;rith other countries, the United Kingdom is encouraging
more States to adhere to that Treaty and is seeking to contribute to the formation
of a wider international consensus on ways to ~revent wea~ons proliferation.

4, The United Kingdom has continued to co-operate in the provision of technical
assistance to developing countries for ~eaceful nuclear programmes, while
minimizins the risk of nuclear-veapon proliferation. It has played a constructive
part in the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) study, includinp
by its co-chairmanship of the Group on Reprocessinr~ Plutonium E3ndlinr:; and
~ecycling.

Other "rcapons of mass destruction

5. The United Kin~dom has encouraged adherence to the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development,; PrOduction and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
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(Biological) and Toxin Heapons and on Their Destruction, and is playine; a leading
role in preparations for the Review Conference to be held in 1980.

6. The United Kingdom is a party to all the multilateral arms control and
disarmament agreements currently in force, and has carried out its oblications
as a depositary Power for most of these treaties.

7. Following its tabling of a draft convention on the prohibition of chemical
"capons in 1976, the United Kingdom has continued_ to '.TOr], for the conclusion of a
mUltilateral agreement. As a contribution to the study of verification techniques,
a group of experts from 21 countries lrere invited to visit the United Kingdom in
I"larch 1979 to inspect a former pilot plant for chemical agents now in process of
demolition, and a civil chemical r1ant manufacturing phosphorous compounds. This
visit was generally acknowledged to have been of Great value in contributin~ to
the understanding of some of the problems relative to verification vmich would
have to be solved if progress is to be made towards conclusion of a chemical
weapons convention.

Conventional weapons and forces

8. The United Kingdom has continued to 'dork for agreement in the talks on
Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions in Central Europe. It has proposed that
there should be a meet ins at Foreign Minister level once substanti~l progress
has been made in the negotiations.

9. As a supplier of conventional weapons, the United Kingdom has stated its
willingness to consider favourably participation in discussions with the Latin
American and Caribbean States on limiting the supply of arms in their area, when
they have agreed on possible measures of restraint. statements by the Government
have drawn attention to the need to curb the global accQmulation of conventional
weapons.

10. In preparation for the Geneva conference on certain conventional weapons in
September 1979, the United Kingdom has advocated a convention restricting the use
of mines and booby traps and given support to other proposals for the prohibition
or restriction of weapons which may cause unnecessary sUfferin~ or be
indiscriminate in their effects.

Education and information

11. Greater public interest in arms control and disarmament has been stimulated
through parliamentary debates. Government Ministers and officials have addressed
meetings. Articles have been contributed to specialist journals. The Government
proposes to launch a disarmament newsletter vn1ich will include important documents
and other material on current develonments in arms control, and will be distributed
free.

12. Copies of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General
Assembly were made available to many non-governmental organizations, and a
comprehensive report on the special session was published as a ~~ite Paper.
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Specially \,'TYitten leaflets ancl booklets have been TJyoduceci. for free distribution,
includinc Cl leaflet and poster celeDratinr: United ?~ations Day ',,1ith the theme of
\"Horl:ing for a safer ',forld .

13. Relations 'i:Jith non-(';Qvernmental org2"nizations and rescarC~l institutes ha,ve
been strcnp,thened. ./1.. substantial increase has been w!,reecl to in the annual
Brunt-in-aid to the United l\Jations I\.ssociation (UXU:c) of' Great Britain a.nd
Northern Ireland, reflectin8 the i!'l.TJortance 1.,rhich the GovernrIent attaches to the
-Hork and influence of Ur~A.

IJ.~. ~\ decision has been taken to offer government support for a ne\,,r Arms Control
Research Institute based in a British university. [The "'iTork of the Institute "'\o[ould
be concentrated on concrete ideas for nror,ress in arms control.

15. The Government IS Qi.vn Ary;1.s Control and Disarrr:.amcEt i'esearch Unit has
developed a close vTorkinr; relationship \>1i th ac[~depj_c reseeychers at a nu..mber ijf
institutions. Advice ~as been given in the establishment of an
Armament/Disarmament Informat, ion Unit at a Dritish university designed to increase
public understandinr of the arms race and l~easures to control it. 'I'he British
International Studies Association "'il8..S eiven sUl)port in setting un an arms control
study group, l.,rbich has held several important seminars.




